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LFP I SICAV update on Equity Power Fund

As  previously  stated  in  our  notices  of  June  and  September  2019  and  further  to  the
appointment of a new Board of Directors in December 2018, LFP I SICAV SIF has been
investigating the sub-fund Equity Power Fund (“EPF”) and its portfolio over the last seven
months,  uncovering a massive dissipation of underlying assets situated in Belgium, which
incurred the impairment of the NAV of this sub-fund in 2019.

EPF sub-fund was initiated by J J Noomen in 2013 with a general private equity investment
policy,  with  initially  sluggish  AUM  growth  and  a  first  EUR 175,000  investment  into  a
healthcare technology company, WAE Newco, managed and owned by Levi Dewaegenaere.
A contribution in kind of 5 companies (11 real estate projects) owned by Levi Dewaegeneare
ensued in June 2015, re-defining the fund as a real estate investment structure. 

WAE  Newco  received  an  aggregated  amount  of  EUR  1,978,027.20  through  a  profit
participating loan signed on 19 February 2015. WAE Newco was then allocated on 19 May
2016 an additional loan of EUR 3,000,000, which defaulted on 19 May 2019. No repayment
of the principal amount, nor the interests of these investments has been accounted to date. The
Board of Directors initiated recovery procedures in court and obtained a legal title against
WAE Newco.

The AIFM, Luxembourg Fund Partners SA acquired by Alter Domus Management Company
(“ADMC”) in December 2017, oversaw the investment policy of EPF. Interestingly, despite
the group Alter Domus being involved with 19 out of 20 largest real estate fund managers
worldwide,  it  appears  from  the  investment  documentation  that  no  pre/investment/post
monitoring  procedures  were  duly  followed  in  the  course  of  the  management  of  EPF’s
portfolio.  In reality,  EPF was run as a Ponzi scheme,  with the NAV rising based on the
booking of fictitious “development costs”, and redemptions paid out of new monies invested
into the fund. Not one property was ever developed to completion over 6 years of EPF's life.

The  Board  of  Directors  recently  were  given  access  to  and  analysed  5  years  of  financial
documentation of the related Belgian real estate companies, noting that these subsidiaries of
the Fund were essentially run as a piggy bank for Dewaegenaere and his wife Inge Caes using
incoming investments of the Fund for unjustifiable private expenses – mattresses, lingerie,
perfume, € 7-8k per month of credit card use and multiple cash withdrawals, all unaccounted
for.

Technology company WAE Newco booked all its costs in said real estate enterprises, over € 1
million  of  costs,  including  €  300,000  paid  to  a  tennis  associate  of  Dewaegenare's.
Additionally,  €  1.68 million  was paid  without  authorisation  to  companies  of  JJ  Noomen,
including his fund advisory company Equity Experts and a company in Bahrain. A further
almost € 4 million was siphoned off to another Caes/Dewaegenaere company, without reason.



The Board of Directors has forwarded all  its findings to the appropriate  law enforcement
bodies in Luxembourg and Belgium. 

In Luxembourg, the custodian bank KBL transferred € 6.72 million for 2 properties that were
stolen or never even owned by the fund – no authentic title searches post acquisition; indeed
no-one from the AIFM ever visited the properties in Belgium from late 2015 until the new
directors conducted site visits early 2019. This lost money has been requested for return.

An EGM will be called shortly to present future options to shareholders. Meanwhile, we will
continue to press for justice and asset recovery for EPF shareholders, and continue to maintain
an open line of communication with the shareholders as we move forward.

We really do wish you a better, more prosperous 2020.

The Board of Directors
pp LFP I SICAV SIF


